We test for the contribution of five strong candidate genes for obesity to quantitative variation for fatness in mice. The candidate loci are known through their major mutant phenotypes. We propose a randomization test for overall contribution of candidate genes, based on the empirical distribution of LOD scores from a quantitative trait locus (QTL) genome scan. The test is applied to data on body fat content and male gonadal fatpad weight from a QTL genome scan with an F 2 population of C57BL/6J and DBA/2J inbred mice. The test is nonsignificant in this experiment for overall body fat content. QTLs detected at an experiment-wide significance level on chromosome 4, 6, 13 and 15 have effects on mean fatness of up to 19% between the homozygotes, but map to locations where there is no strong candidate gene. The test is significant for gonadal fat pad weight in males, and gives weak support for an association with the diabetes gene.
Introduction
One of the goals of QTL mapping studies is to identify genes responsible for the 'normal' variation in quantitative phenotypes (Falconer & Mackay, 1996) . Having identified regions of the genome influencing a quantitative trait or disease phenotype, it has become standard to propose one or more candidate genes that map in or near the regions a posteriori. For complex traits the number of potential candidate genes, based on the biological understanding of the traits, is very large, and QTLs identified as broad regions of the genome in a coarse-scale QTL genome scan may well contain several candidates (Kearsey & Farquhar, 1998) . Furthermore, the functions of only a small fraction of genes are currently understood. Unless the confidence interval for the location of a QTL is very narrow, it is likely that an initial candidate gene proposition will be incorrect. The approach of mapping QTLs, then proposing candidate genes is different from proposing a candidate, then performing an association test. This latter approach has led to the identification of genes responsible for susceptibility to certain human diseases (e.g. Corder et al., 1993; Davies et al., 1994) . In these cases very strong candidates were chosen a priori. One version of the candidate gene hypothesis is that loci known through major mutant phenotypes may have alleles with smaller quantitative effects (Mackay, 1995) . In mammals, obesity is a promising trait for which to test the hypothesis. In mice, mutations at five loci (agouti (a), diabetes (db), obese (ob), tubby (tub), fat) result in grossly obese phenotypes (Chua, 1997) . All five genes have been cloned, and their map positions are accurately known. These loci are strong candidates to harbour QTLs responsible for part of the normal variation for fatness. In humans the ob gene has recently been implicated in cases of severe obesity (Montague et al., 1997) , but association tests of ob have proved negative (Bray et al., 1996) . Here, we propose a specific candidate gene-QTL test, and apply it to fatness level in a population of 927 F 2 mice derived from the C57BL/6J and DBA/2J inbreds. These strains are widely separated in the laboratory inbred mouse phylogenetic 'tree', and carry many molecular and phenotypic differences (Atchley & Fitch, 1993) . Using tightly linked markers, we tested whether the named candidate genes show a higher than expected level of association with fatness differences, based on the empirical distribution of LOD scores from a marker-based genome scan.
Materials and methods

Mapping population and quantitative traits
The mapping population was an F 2 bred at the Roslin Institute (Edinburgh), derived from inbred strains C57BL/6J and DBA/2J, which were obtained from the Jackson Laboratory in 1985. Fatnessrelated traits were measured in a population of 927 individuals from 104 first and second parity litters. Animals were killed at 10 weeks of age, and their body weights recorded (wt10), along with weights of gonadal fat pads in males. The trait fat pad % was 100 fat pad weight/wt10. Fat pads were replaced in the body cavity and carcasses freeze dried after removal of spleens to be used as a source of DNA for genotyping. The ratio of dry matter content to total body weight (fdw/wt10) has been shown previously to be a good predictor of fat content (Hastings & Hill, 1989) . The trait predicted fat percentage (pred. fat %) was estimated as pred. fat % = 100 (1.08 (fdw/wt10)0.268), which was empirically derived from the regression of fdw/wt10 on fat content measured by ether extraction from 10 individual mice (five each from DBA/2 and C57BL/6). The correlation between predicted and measured fat was 0.99, and agrees with high correlations previously observed (Hastings & Hill, 1989) .
Selection of extreme individuals for genotyping
The top 50 and bottom 50 individuals from the distributions of predicted fat % and wt10 phenotypes within each sex, after correction for litter, litter size and parity effects, were chosen for selective genotyping (Darvasi & Soller, 1992) . Eighty-eight females and 85 males were selected (19% of the population).
Choice of markers and genotyping
To test for associations between the fatness phenotypes and locations of candidate genes, microsatellite markers closely linked to five obesity candidate genes were genotyped in the selected populations. Markers were chosen as follows.
Agouti On the consensus linkage map of mouse chromosome 2 the a locus maps 1.5 cM proximal to D2Mit27 (Siracusa et al., 1996) . This marker is not informative for the strains used in this study, but D2Mit286 maps to the same position (Dietrich et al., 1996) and is informative.
Diabetes
The nearest informative microsatellite to db is D4Mit303, which is 3 cM distal to db (Mock et al., 1996) .
Obese Zhang et al. (1994) mapped ob 0.2 cM distal to Pax4. The nearest microsatellite to Pax4 is D6Mit48 which is 0.6 cM proximal (Moore & Elliot, 1996) , but this marker is not informative, so D6Mit159 was selected, which maps to the same position (Dietrich et al., 1996) .
Tubby D7Mit53 maps to the tub locus (Brilliant et al., 1996; Chung et al., 1996) but is not informative, so D7Mit222 was chosen, as it maps to the same position (Dietrich et al., 1996) .
Fat Naggert et al. (1995) mapped the fat/Cpe locus to within 0.4 cM of D8Mit131. D8Mit31, which maps to the same position (Dietrich et al., 1996) , was chosen as the nearest informative marker.
The selected populations were genotyped at an additional 75 autosomal markers, approximately 20 cM apart, and included 11 markers chosen to test for associations with body weight detected in a previous experiment (Keightley et al., 1996) . Analysis of variance on the selectively genotyped data was carried out on a marker-by-marker basis, and all individuals were genotyped at markers showing an association significant at below the nominal 1% level for either predicted fat % or fat pad % or 10-week weight. There were 19 such markers.
Primers for amplification of microsatellite markers were purchased from Research Genetics Inc. (Huntsville, Alabama), and amplified in 96-well microtitre plates by standard techniques. PCR products were separated on 20 cm 6% or 9% polyacrylamide gels, stained with ethidium bromide, and photographed under UV light. Photographs were scored on two occasions and ambiguous genotypes reamplified.
Linkage map
A linkage map was constructed from genotypes of selected F 2 individuals with the software package CRIMAP (P. Green, pers. comm.), assuming complete crossover interference between pairs of linked markers. An initial map order from Dietrich et al. (1996) was assumed, and map distances calculated. To test the initial map order, the position of each pair of linked markers was swapped, and the likelihood of the new and original configuration compared. The initial map order give the higher likelihood in all cases except one, where the likelihood for the initial map order was slightly lower. Map distances were also in reasonable agreement, but it should be noted that linkage maps produced from selectively genotyped populations are biased near QTLs (Lin & Ritland, 1996) . The average spacing between adjacent pairs of markers was 21 cM.
Interval mapping by maximum likelihood
In order to obtain unbiased estimates of QTL effects and likelihood ratios where selective genotyping has been carried out, it is necessary to include the missing data in the analysis. Under maximum likelihood (ML) it is straightforward to include missing data, so this method was chosen. Its principal drawback, however, is a high computational requirement. A preliminary analysis to compare likelihoods of models with and without litter effects (without QTL effects fitted) was carried out, and showed that both the fatness traits had highly significant effects common to full-sib litters (P0.001), so a method modified from Knott & Haley (1992) was implemented in which litter was integrated out as a normally distributed effect. Fixed effects of sex, parity and a linear covariate for litter size were also fitted. The genetic model assumed a QTL, Q, with effects g 0 = ǹa, g 1 = d or g 2 = a for the homozygous DBA/2 genotype (DD), heterozygous genotype (BD) and homozygous C57BL/6 genotype (BB), respectively. The QTL was situated between two markers M 1 and M 2 with a recombination fraction c 1 between M 1 and Q, and c 2 between Q and M 2 . Under complete interference, as assumed here, the recombination fraction for the interval is c = c 1 ǹc 2 . The marker state of M 1 and M 2 could be DD, BD, BB or unknown. The likelihood equation was
where N L is the number of litters, n i is the number of individuals within litter i, b i is the random effect of the i th litter assumed to be normally distributed with mean zero and variance 2 b , y ij is the observed trait value of individual j from litter i, p (g q | m 1ij , m 2ij , c 1 , c 2 ) is the probability of QTL genotype g q given marker locus states m 1ij and m 2ij for individual ij, is the population mean, x ij is the design matrix for fixed effects and the covariate for individual ij, f is the vector of fixed and covariate effect estimates, and 2 w is the residual variance. Following Knott & Haley (1992) , numerical integration with Gaussian quadratures was employed for integration over the distribution of litter effects. A 16-point Legendre polynomial (Press et al., 1992) was employed in the integration procedure. The results from numerical integration with this method were compared with the generalized Romberg numerical integration procedure QROMO (Press et al., 1992) , which has an arbitrary convergence criterion, but is much slower. The two procedures gave results that agreed closely with one another. Likelihood maximization was performed with the simplex algorithm (Press et al., 1992) . The QTL mapping procedure was tested extensively with simulated data, including cases with selective genotyping. Mean parameter estimates were found to be in very good agreement with the simulated parameter values. The method could be extended to include multiple linked or unlinked QTLs, but would be very demanding computationally.
Determination of significance levels
Likelihood ratios for models with a QTL vs. no QTL were calculated at positions within each marker bracket, and at the marker positions themselves. Because of a high computational requirement, the analysis was performed with 10 cM steps within each interval. Experiment-wide significance thresholds were determined empirically using the permutation procedure of Churchill & Doerge (1994) . For each trait, 1000 interval mapping analyses over the whole genome at the marker positions and at 10 cM steps were performed with the complete genotype data permuted among individuals. The highest LOD score at any point in the genome was recorded. These highest LOD scores were ranked. The experiment-wide 5% significance threshold was the 50th highest LOD score. A 'suggestive' level, corresponding to a 50% chance of a false positive per genome scan, was taken as the 500th highest LOD scores. To obtain peak LOD scores where experiment-wide or suggestive significance level QTLs were detected, and to estimate QTL positions and effects, more detailed runs using the unpermuted data with a 2 cM step size were carried out.
Results
Means and variances for fatness traits in the F 2
Phenotypic means and within-family phenotypic variances for pred. fat % and fat pad % in the F 2 population are shown in Table 1 . No measures of these traits were available for the inbred grandparents or the F 1 , as the traits could not be measured on live animals. The F 2 population ranges in body fat content from 5% to 26% at 10 weeks of age. The phenotypic correlation between predicted fat % and fat pad % is 91%.
QTL genome scan for fatness traits
We selectively genotyped the extreme 19% of the F 2 population based on phenotype at 80 microsatellite markers approximately evenly distributed in the genome, including markers tightly linked to the five obesity candidate genes (Table 2) . LOD score plots from the ML interval mapping analysis with empirically derived experiment-wide and 'suggestive' significance levels are shown in Fig. 1 for predicted fat % and gonadal fat pad % in males. QTLs significant at the experiment-wide level are detected on chromosomes 4, 6, 13 and 15 for predicted fat %. No experiment-wide significant QTLs for gonadal fat pad % are detected, but QTLs significant at the suggestive level are on chromosomes 4, 6 and 7. At positions where selective genotyping gave the suggestion of a QTL, we augmented the data by genotyping all the individuals in the F 2 population. This resulted in substantially higher LOD scores (Fig. 1) , indicating that the QTL effects are repeatable. The experiment-wide significant QTLs for Map positions refer to the present F 2 population from a map constructed using CRIMAP. predicted fat explain 20% of the phenotypic variance. QTL effects detected are of the order of one-half to two-thirds of a phenotypic standard deviation between the homozygotes, and in some cases produced changes in mean fat level of the order of 20% between the homozygotes (Table 3) .
Candidate gene-QTL test applied to fatness
Chromosomes 2, 4, 6 and 7, which contain candidate genes (Table 2) , harbour QTLs for fatness detected at least at the suggestive level (Table 3) . A randomization procedure was employed to test whether the QTLs detected for the fatness traits are in significant overall association with the candidate genes. The selectively genotyped data for the fatness traits were analysed by ML interval mapping. The LOD scores at the positions of the five candidate gene markers were added together, giving an overall observed LOD score. One million sets of five random positions in the mapped region of the genome were sampled and LOD score totals for each set were calculated. The distribution of these sums is the distribution of expected LOD scores under the null hypothesis that candidate genes have an equal probability of occurring at any position in the mouse genome. The resampling will occasionally sample LOD scores at linked positions, but this is justified because the model assumes that the five candidate genes could occur anywhere, including linked positions. If the observed LOD score for the candidate genes is in the top 5% of the distribution of expected scores, then there is a significant overall association.
The distribution of sums of LOD scores from the 10 6 sets of five randomly chosen positions in the mapped region of the genome for the predicted fat % genome scan is shown in Fig. 2a . The overall LOD score at the candidate gene markers is not higher than expected on the basis of the distribution of LOD from the randomly chosen positions (P = 0.38). There is therefore no statistical support for the contribution of these five candidate genes to genetic variation in predicted fat %. For gonadal fat pad %, the candidate gene-QTL randomization test showed that the sum of LOD scores is significantly higher than expected (P = 0.04, Fig. 2b ). The overall significant result was largely caused by the db gene on chromosome 4, with a peak LOD score of 1.77, which is the highest LOD score at any point in the genome for the selectively genotyped data.
Discussion
The major motivation for this study was to test whether part of the 'normal' quantitative variation for fatness level is associated with variation in candidate genes. We perform a randomization test to compare the LOD scores from a QTL interval mapping analysis at markers linked to a set of strong candidate genes with LOD scores elsewhere in the mapped region of the genome. For the test, it would be preferable to use markers within the candidate genes themselves, but it seems reasonable to use the information from the mouse genome mapping project, and to use tightly linked markers. Linkages are sufficiently tight in the F 2 that effects of candidate genes themselves will be underestimated by a few per cent, at most. The test was negative for overall body fat content. QTLs with moderate effects on overall body fat content were detected at the experiment-wide significance level on chromosomes 4, 6, 13 and 15, and a QTL significant at the suggestive level was detected on chromosome 5. In crosses involving C57BL/6J, QTLs for fatness have been previously detected on chromosomes 6 (Warden et al., 1995) and 15 (Warden et al., 1995; York et al., 1996) , so it is possible that these are the same loci as detected here. Chromosomes 13 and 15 harbour the largest QTL effects detected, but do not contain the selected candidate genes. The a, db, tub and fat genes are at locations where there is no statistical support at the experiment-wide level for
QTLs. Close to the ob gene, a LOD score peak is above the experiment-wide significance threshold, but not at the marker closest to ob. The result of the test applied to the fat pad % data was positive. However, no position in the genome had a LOD score above the suggestive signficance level. Futhermore, the candidate gene-QTL test was negative for predicted fat %, a highly correlated trait measured on both males and females. Subsequent typing of all the individuals in the F 2 population showed that the map locations of the db and the ob markers have LOD scores above the suggestive significance level. Thus, the data do not rule out the possibility of the involvement of these candidate genes for fatness, but the evidence seems rather weak. Strong evidence that the candidate genes are indeed involved could come from introgression experiments with small regions of the genome including these genes. The analysis here has involved the fitting of one QTL at a time. Fitting multiple linked or unlinked QTLs may increase the power of detection of QTLs and the precision of the estimation of their map locations. Thus, if there are several QTLs on a chromosome, including a contribution from a candidate gene, the peak LOD score may not occur at the position of the candidate gene. However, LOD scores are expected to be highest, on average, at the positions of marker loci where information is greatest, and this further tempers the weak evidence for the involvement of the candidate genes. An alternative way to carry out the test would be to ignore the positions of candidate genes for QTL mapping purposes, and subsequently infer the LOD scores associated with each candidate gene from the LOD score plot based on map positions relative to the markers. A test of this type has been recently carried out using data from a Drosophila bristle number selection experiment, with a negative result (Nuzhdin et al., 1998) . By carrying out the test in this way, there is bias against obtaining a positive result. If markers were extremely dense, the result of the test would not depend on whether or not markers were deliberately chosen to be tightly linked to candidate loci, as long as their map positions relative to the markers were accurately known.
The candidates chosen here are 'strong' because they are known from classical genetics to be capable of having large effects on the trait. As our understanding of the basis of the trait improves, the set of mapped candidate genes could include a much larger set of 'physiological' candidates. However, a randomization test of the type described would have very little power if a larger set of weaker candidates were used, because LOD score (or equivalent test statistic) is usually too high over much of the genome in an F 2 experiment. To increase the power, designs leading to narrower confidence intervals for QTLs, perhaps restricted to target regions of the genome could be carried out (Darvasi, 1998 ). An alternative way to increase power would be to combine results from several genome-wide surveys for the same or similar traits, but for fatness in mice these have been restricted so far to individual chromosomes (Warden et al., 1995; Taylor & Phillips, 1996 York et al., 1996) .
